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Concepts in tropical geometry capture the underlying combinatorics of
the corresponding algebro-geometric concepts. The objects are defined
to produce a behavior and theorems similar to the ones known from
algebraic geometry. Algebraic objects give rise to instances of the trop-
ical geometric notions by a process called tropicalization. However, not
all tropical objects arise this way. Those that do are called realizable.

Reduce to realizability of covers

Lemma A tropical curve
(
Γ, kKΓ + (f)

)
is realizable if and only if

there exists a normalized cover of tropical curves π : Γ̂ → Γ that is
realizable.

Contrary to the smooth situation: given a pair
(
Γ, kKΓ + (f)

)
have no

canonical choice for a normalized cover. E.g. covering a vertex v with
a single pre-image v̂ corresponds to asking for realizability of v by a
primitive differential.

Tropical curves to enhanced level graphs

Construction Let Γ be a tropical curve and D = kKΓ + (f) a pluri-
canonical divisor. Construct an enhanced level graph:

• Underlying graph is the underlying graph of Γ.

• Level function ` := f |V .

• Enhancement

o(h) :=

{
D(v) if h is a leg incident to the vertex v

−s(h)− k if h is part of an edge,

where s(h) is the outgoing slope of f on the half-edge h.

An enhanced level graph is an abstraction of the dual graph of a twisted
differential. It remembers the orders of the differentials at the legs and
edges but not the (k-)residues.

Obstructions to realizability of vertices

Let v be a vertex of a k-enhanced level graph G+ with set of inci-
dent half-edges H. Call µ = (o(h))h∈H the type of v. The results of
[GT20] give restrictions on the possible k-residues for realizations of v
depending on µ. The following kinds of restrictions appear:

• Some vertices cannot be realized. These are called illegal.

• Some vertices cannot be realized by a primitive differential. This
means that v is only realizable if it is covered by a suitable number
of preimages. Such a vertex is called splitting.

• Some vertices admit a set N ⊆ H of half-edges that cannot si-
multaneously carry k-residue 0. The half-edges in N are called
non-vanshing.

• Some vertices admit a set U ⊆ H of half-edges where the corre-
sponding k-residues must not satisfy a certain linear relation. The
elements of U are called non-uniform.

Summarizing, we call any vertex with N 6= ∅ or U 6= ∅ inconvenient.

Main Theorem

Theorem A normalized cover of enhanced level graphs π : Ĝ+ →
G+ is the underlying combinatorics of a normalized cover of twisted
differentials if and only if:

1. There is no illegal vertex in G+.

2. Every splitting vertex v ∈ G+ has the right number of preimages
under π.

3. For every horizontal edge ê ∈ E(Γ̂) there is an effective cycle in Γ̂
through ê.

4. For every inconvenient vertex v in G+ let v̂ be a preimage of v.
Then there exists an effective cycle γ in Ĝ+ through at least one
non-vanishing half-edge of v̂ or an effective cycle which is non-
uniform for the set of non-uniform half-edges.

A twisted differential is a nodal curve with a meromorphic k-differential
on each irreducible component, subject to a number of compatibility
conditions.

Theory of degeneration

Theorem [BCGGM19] Smooth curves with k-differential degenerate
into nodal curves with twisted k-differential. Conversely, every nodal
curves with twisted k-differential arises as degeneration of a smooth
curve with k-differential.

This is equivalent to normalized covering of smooth curves: every pair
(X, ξ) admits a canonical (up to multiplication by ζ) normalized cover
(X̂, ω). The cover X̂ is connected if and only if ξ was primitive, i.e.
not a power of a k′-differential for k′ ≤ k.

Definition (a) tropical curve: finite graph Γ = (V,E) with vertex weights g : V → N, edge lengths l : E → R>0.

(b) canonical divisor KΓ :=
∑

p∈Γ

(
2g(p)− 2 + valence(p)

)
p.

(c) rational function: a piece-wise linear function f : Γ→ R with integer slopes on the edges of Γ.

(d) induced divisor (f) :=
∑

p∈Γ

(
sum of outgoing slopes of f at p

)
p.

(e) pluricanonical divisor: divisor of the form kKΓ + (f).
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)
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)
Fig. 1: Two examples for effective pluri-canonical divisors with k = 2 on the dumbbell graph Γ.

Definition A tropical normalized cover is an admissible cover of tropical curves π : Γ̂→ Γ togeher with a pluri-canonical divisor D on Γ and
a canonical divisor F on Γ̂ such that the induced morphism of enhanced level graphs is a normalized cover of enhanced level graphs.

Definition A k-enhanced level graph consists of a stable graph G+ with legs, a level function ` : V → Z≤0, and a map o : H ∪L→ Z such that:

(i) (Genus is well-defined) for all vertices v have an integer g(v) ≥ 0 with k(2g − 2) =
∑
o(h) where the sum runs over all half-edges

incident to v.

(ii) (Matching orders) for all edges e = (h1, h2) the equality o(h1) + o(h2) = −2k holds.

(iii) (Compatibility with level function) for all edges
v1 v2h1 h2 we have o(h1) ≥ o(h2) if and only if `(v1) ≥ `(v2).

Definition Let G+ be a k-enhanced level graph. A normalized cover of G+ is a 1-enhanced level graph Ĝ+ together with

(i) a morphism of graphs π : Ĝ+ → G+ compatible with level structures (` = ̂̀◦ π) and the orders in the sense that for all half-edges h of G+

have |π−1(h)| = gcd
(
k, o(h)

)
and for all half-edges ĥ of Ĝ+ have

ô(ĥ) =
k + o(π(ĥ))

gcd
(
k, o(π(ĥ))

) .
(ii) a degree k deck transformation τ : Ĝ+ → Ĝ+ acting transitively on the fibres of π.
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Fig. 2: Possible coverings of the enhanced level graphs induced by the tropical curves in Fig. 1 for k = 2

Proof strategy

Only gap betweeen enhanced level graphs and twisted differentials: residues are missing! Simply assign arbitrary residues r(h) at half-edges h
of the cover with negative o-value (this determines all k-residues on the base). Need to ensure the following conditions:

1. Each vertex is realizable: residue theorem and the conditions due to [GT20] are satisfied

2. compatibility with the τ -action: r(τ(h)) = ζr(h).

3. realizations of the vertices glue into a twisted differential: (Matching residues at horizontal edges), (Global residue condition)

Algorithm 1: Assigning suitable residues

initialize with r(h) := 0 // all conditions hold except those induced by [GT20]

foreach h where r(h) = 0 is not a valid choice do
take generic α ∈ C \ {0} // "generic" in the sense that no cancellation will happen below

let γ be the cycle from the theorem
foreach i = 0, . . . , k − 1 do // needed to preserve compatibility with τ-action

foreach half-edge h̃ in τ iγ at the same level as h do // needed to preserve MRC, GRC, and residue theorem

increment r(h) by ζ i(−1)orientation of γα

This algorithm only works if the cycles γ are such that no desired cancellation happens. Hence the additional conditions!

Definition 1. An effective cycle through a vertex v is a simple closed cycle passing through the vertex/half-edge while not passing through
any level below the level `(v) such that the increments during the procedure from the above algorithm do not cancel.

2. An effective cycle is called non-uniform for a set U of half-edges if the procedure from the above algorithm does not produce the same
total increment on all h ∈ U .

Definition Let (C, s) be a stable n-pointed curve with a partial order < on the set of irreducible components of C. A twisted k-differential on
C is a collection of (possibly meromorphic) k-differentials ηv on the irreducible components Cv of C such that no ηv is identically zero with the
following properties.

(i) (Vanishing as prescribed) Each ηv is holomorphic and non-zero outside the nodes and marked points of Cv. Moreover, if a marked
point si lies on Cv, then ordsi ηv = 1.

(ii) (Matching orders) For any node {q} = Cv ∩ Cw, the vanishing orders satisfy ordq ηv + ordq ηw = −2k.

(iii) (Matching k-residues) For a node {q} = Cv ∩ Cw with ordq ηv = ordq ηw = −k it holds Reskq ηv = (−1)k Reskq ηw.

(iv) (Global residue condition) There exists a normalized cover Ĉ → C such that the abelian GRC holds on Ĉ.

(v) (compatibility with level structure) For every node {q} = Cv ∩ Cw have ordq ηv ≥ −1 if and only if Cv < Cw.

Definition Let C be a nodal curve with twsited k-differential η. A normalized cover consists of an admissible cover π : Ĉ → C with a degree
k deck transformation τ : Ĉ → Ĉ and a twisted abelian differential ω on Ĉ such that π∗η = ωk and τ ∗ω = ζω.

Motivation

1. Tropical curves and tropical pluri-canonical divisors are defined to mimic the behavior of the corresponding algebraic objects. Potential application: solve problems in the
tropical language and lift the solution to algebraic geometry. For this need to know which tropical objects are actually algebraic. This is the realizability problem.

2. By [Car15] know: realizability problem for tropical curves with divisor is as hard as finding rational points in a scheme (very hard problem!). We present a solution to the
problem when restricted to a special class of divisors.

3. This generalizes [MUW17], which solved the realizability problem for tropical canonical divisors.

4. A combinatorial criterion for realizability has computational applications for topology of strata.

5. We solve various related problems: realizability for normalized covers of tropical curves, realizability of enhanced level graphs, ...
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